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Across the Pond: Developments in the largest business jet and helicopter market. 
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Topics: 

How is the US market recovering?  Still great deal of uncertainty. 

How easy is it to find finance?  Easy for a few; improving for some. 

Have US banks changed their lending polices?  Want to lend, but… 

Recent legal developments?   A few during 2011, and potentially... 

How much of an effect is politics having?  Some – Direct and Indirect 
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How is the US market recovering? Still great deal of uncertainty. 

Generally, gradual (at glacier speed) improvement in outlook and deal flow; but… 

Customers (borrowers/ lessees); generally, recognizing needs and opportunities, but… 

 US corporations have been holding on to their cash 

 Still uncertain about long term financial commitments; including, economy, accounting changes, market 

values, tax-related matters and other costs and risks, politics, etc. 

 

Financing Parties (“FPs”; lenders/[finance] lessors); generally, anxieties still include - 

 uncertain domestic and (especially) global economies 

 impact of Basel III, anticipated legislation, rule making, etc. 

 anticipated accounting rule changes 

 political climate - not “too big to fail” sentiment 
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How easy is it to find finance? Easy for a few; improving for some. 

Easy deals 

 (almost) “frothy” for best credits 

 useful if relationship with FP 

 desirable aircraft favored; age, size, and capabilities/value  

 

Not so easy deals - (slightly/gradually) increasing availability, but could be pricey and/or conditioned (see later 

discussion)  

 

Hard deals - especially credit challenged, not much $ available 
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Have US banks changed their lending polices? Want to lend, but… 

See previous discussion; slowly evolving credit and asset risk tolerance, but… 

 

Creditworthiness remains way more important than aircraft liquidation/remarketing values 

 aircraft values still important, just less than creditworthiness of customer and/or reliability of other credit 

support 

 conservative valuations still likely with pricing, amount financed, structure of lease financings and assumed 

residual value 

 

Tougher credits = tougher terms; e.g., credit support, shorter terms, faster amortization, more conservative 

approach to loan-to-value, credit reporting and related default triggers 
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Have US banks changed their lending polices? Want to lend, but…(cont’d) 

Relationships – still a lever or teaser 

 

FP’s internal conflicts/policies - FP management, parent, investors, etc. reluctant or not interested 

 aircraft portfolio/recession hangover 

 New transactions with conservative credit standards and terms, but priced with loss and expense 

assumptions of existing underwater portfolio 

 not currently positioned for this market 
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Have US banks changed their lending polices? Want to lend, but… (cont’d) 

Competition -  

 Intense for most desirable deals, but not [yet] crazy terms  

 Not as much for outside of target deals 

 Reflected in pricing (>risk = >reward) and terms for non-target deals are more rigorous 

 Little interest for deals with tough credits, older aircraft, or creative structures 

Cross-border opportunities for US FPs with appropriate resources; Ex-Im support(?) 

 U.S. lenders looking for higher yields for strong credit/aircraft increasing cross border presence 

Capital markets opportunities 

 Very strong demand for desirable deals, but rate spreads are an issue 

 Some concerns - pending bank and securities regulations, tax law changes, liability, etc. 

 Customers increasingly more resistant 
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Recent legal developments?  A few during 2011, and potentially... 

2011 “legal developments”, with further developments anticipated… 

 Re-Registration/Renewal – FPs, customers and FAA seem to have adapted  

 Non-Citizen Trusts (“NCTs”) 

 Vreeland Case 

 Tax-Related 

 European Union Emissions Trading System - US reaction 

 Safety Initiatives  
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Recent legal developments?  FAA Re-Registration/Renewal 

Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) Re-Registration/Renewal Requirements 

 Rule became effective October 1, 2010 

 

 Re-registration of all aircraft registered before 10/1/10 

 assigned an expiration date; staggered over 3 years 

 owner must re-register before expiration date, or de-registration, etc. 

 

 Renew registration of all aircraft registered or re-registered after 10/1/10 

 All new Registration Certificates will have a 3-year duration 

 Must renew before expiration of that 3 year period 
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Recent legal developments?  FAA Re-Registration/Renewal (cont’d.) 

FAA Re-Registration Schedule 

 Owners are given 6 months notice of expiration 

 Owners may check FAA computer index 

 Online re-registration 2-6 months prior to expiration 

 Processed in a few days 

 Paper documents―any time before expiration 

 BUT 3 weeks to process the paper 
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Recent legal developments?  FAA Re-Registration/Renewal (cont’d.) 

Implications if not re-registered or renewed by certificate expiry date? 

 Must ground the aircraft 

 Cancellation of Registration about 60 days after expiration 

 Letter from FAA (administrative action only) 

 Loss of airworthiness certificate 

 Loss of N# for at least 5 years 

 

FP’s Concerns 

 Perfection/priority vulnerable (if based on FAA filings); saved by Cape Town or UCC (?) 

 Insurance challenges if operated without valid registration? 

 Liability claims by lessee/3rd parties if FP is lessor, and w/ or w/out fault, de-registered? 
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Recent legal developments?  FAA Re-Registration/Renewal (cont’d.) 

For Lenders and Lessors 

 Audit portfolio to confirm expiration dates 

 Coordinate with lessees/borrowers to make sure action is taken early 

 (Try to) obtain Power of Attorney (“POA”) on pre-rule deals 

 Obtain POA on all new deals 

 POAs 

 Stand alone 

 Not based on default 

 Resolutions as needed 
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Recent legal developments?  Non-Citizen Trusts (“NCTs”) 

Non-Citizenship Trusts -  

 Trust created pursuant to the laws of a state w/in the US 

 Trustor/beneficiary who is a non-US citizen (i.e., it cannot certify that it meets FAA’s citizenship tests); 

and  

 Trustee (often a US bank) constituting a US citizen under the FAA registration rules 

 created so that the aircraft subjected to the trust may be registered with the FAA in the name of the trustee or 

trust, and operated without operating restrictions and reporting requirements imposed on non-citizen owners 

of US/FAA registered aircraft  
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Recent legal developments?  Non-Citizen Trusts (“NCTs”) 

FAA has been re-thinking its policy regarding NCTs 

 FAA had various concerns, including 

 circumvention of intended purpose of restriction 

 aircraft neither based nor operated in U.S., or having any other U.S. nexus 

 ICAO responsibilities; airworthiness oversight (expensive, impractical, etc.) 

 FAA considered industry views in hearing in June 2011, and related submissions 

 

NCTs - current status (unofficial/anectdotal report): 

 FAA decided to issue a “policy clarification” (not a proposed or final rule)  

 addressing some changes to be made to NCT Trust Agreement forms 

 policy clarification purportedly consistent with industry suggestions to FAA in 2010 hearing and 

submissions 
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Recent legal developments?  Non-Citizen Trusts (“NCTs”) 

NCTs - current status (unofficial/anectdotal report): 

 DOT reviewing to determine whether it conforms to Obama administration policy of not establishing 

regulations, etc. which unduly impede economic growth (or something like that).   

 Unlikely will be issued for at least a few months; to be shared with industry for comment and further 

discussion. 

 Until then, follow status quo, but consider reliability of trustee and establishing mechanisms facilitating 

availability of pertinent info regarding identity of operator, primary hangar location and access to maintenance 

records. 
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Recent legal developments? Vreeland Case 

The Vreeland Case.  By a very narrow reading of 49 U.S.C. §44112 (“Section 44112”), the Supreme Court of 

Florida determined that Section 44112 did not preempt a wrongful death action against an aircraft lessor 

(Aerolease) filed by the administrator of the decedent’s estate (Vreeland). (Vreeland v. Ferrer, No. SC10-694, 

2011 WL 2652187 (Fla. July 8, 2011).)  

 

The Doctrine v. Section 44112 (Doctrine Wins).  

 vicarious liability claim against lessor pursuant to the dangerous instrumentality doctrine of Florida 

 Court decided the wrongful death action based on the “Doctrine” was not preempted by Section 44112 

because the decedent died while a passenger in the plane when it crashed “and not on the ground beneath 

the plane” 
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Recent legal developments? Vreeland Case (cont’d.) 

Section 44112.  Section 44112 is part of the Federal Aviation Act, as recodified in 1994.   

 a “lessor, owner, or secured party is liable for personal injury, death, or property loss or damage on land or 

water only when a civil aircraft, aircraft engine, or propeller is in the actual possession or control of the lessor, 

owner, or secured party. . .”   

 applies only to U.S. registered civil (non-governmental or non-military) aircraft.   

 intention of §44112 was to protect from civil liability “owners of aircraft for security purposes only, or who are 

lessors of aircraft,” so as to “remove one of the obstacles to the financing of purchases of aircraft.”   

 

Reaction/Implications: 

 amicus brief filed by AWG on behalf of industry; and legislative advocacy likely.  

 lessors should continue to require meaningful indemnification provisions and reliable insurance coverage 

when participating in aircraft financing transactions. 
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Recent legal developments? EU ETS - US Operators 

EU ETS 

 Advocacy by industry  

 US Legislative reaction - bill recently introduced in US Senate (“European Union Emissions Trading Scheme 

Prohibition Act of 2011”); similar to bill previously passed by US House of Representatives 

 operators of U.S. aircraft prohibited from participating in EU-ETS, and  

 FAA directed to ensure that non-participating operators not penalized 

 

 FP’s working with customers to make sure responsibility assumed by customer/operator  

 amending/supplementing financing docs with additional covenants  

 obtaining from customer an ETS authority letter ; but unsettled questions as to who may be authorized 
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Recent legal developments? Other… 

State laws – some commercial finance issues 

 cases regarding, among other things, filing/perfection (import of FAA filings, or not, in matters involving 

commercial law claims against aircraft), “commercially reasonable” disposition of a repossessed aircraft, 

HorHW, liquidated damages, etc. 

 legislation (e.g., auto renewal, attacks on HorHW, etc.) 

 

Tax-Related (see later discussion); political climate and revenue raisers 

 

Safety initiatives – especially EMS helicopters 
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How much of an effect is politics having? Some – Direct and Indirect 

Election year  

 intransigence in Congress and with President - frustration reflected in (dis)approval ratings 

 class tension 

 factionalized electorate - disenfranchised, liberals, conservatives, extremists (e.g., Occupy Wall Street, Tea 

Party, Religious Right, etc.), single-issue types, party loyalists, moderates, etc. 

 focus on job creation and/or debt reduction 

 

Headline politics - Public sentiment, appealing to the electorate; especially 

 Unemployment 

 Wall Street Reform 
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How much of an effect is politics having? Tax Matters 
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Tax policy (see ELFA Washington Report, 12/15/11) 

 much discussion about comprehensive tax reform 

 intense pressure to address anxiety regarding ginormous federal deficit and impending expiration (12/31/12) 

of Bush era tax cuts on individual rates, cap gains and dividends 

 especially because “Supercommittee” (bicameral 12-member Congressional Joint Select Committee on the 

Deficit) failed to agree to deficit reduction cuts 



How much of an effect is politics having? Tax Matters (Cont’d) 

Tax policy (cont’d.) 

 tax reform tension – lower rates, but elimination of tax preferences (e.g., capital formation incentives – drives 

equipment financing)  

 among the issues considered by Joint Committee on Taxation in 2011,  

 tax treatment of debt vs equity and taxation of financial products; including reduction in value of interest 

deduction, elimination or modification of interest expense deductions, taxation of dividends, etc. 

 each of these changes could have adverse impact on, among other things, aircraft and other capital 

equipment acquisition, and business expansion generally 

 Tax professionals believe any such major reform is unlikely - too hard 
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How much of an effect is politics having? Tax Matters (cont’d) 

Direct impact on Corporate Aircraft  

 “American Jobs Act” – an example? 

 2011 proposal by Obama Administration  - did not make it past proposal stage 

 essentially, tax incentives for capital investment intended to stimulate hiring 

 Administration proposed to pay for this plan (in part) by lengthening the depreciation schedule for general 

or corporate aircraft to 7 years.  
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How much of an effect is politics having? User Fees, Etc. 

User Fees - Obama Administration has been seeking a $100 per-flight user fee as a revenue component to 

defray budget expenditures 

 Likely to be a part of fiscal 2013 budget when released despite strong industry opposition 

 Per recent article in Business Aviation (BA, Jan. 23/1) -  

 “The White House showed no signs of backing off the proposal when it posted on Jan. 13 its response to 

a petition asking the White House to ‘Take Aviation User Fees off the Table’ (BA, Jan. 16/1).”  

 “The response appeared to be nearly a cut-and-paste of its original justification for the proposal, saying, 

‘The proposed $100 per-flight fee would generate an estimated $11 billion over 10 years, reducing the 

deficit and more equitably sharing the cost of air traffic services across the aviation user community’.” 

 

Reauthorization - House and Senate resolve last major impediment (labor issue) to passing FAA 

reauthorization; so do not have to rely on further temporary extensions and related politics 
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How much of an effect is politics having? Jobs, Deficit and Recovery 

 Job Creation/Deficit Reduction/Economic Recovery - Impact on Corporate Aviation 

 Some Examples: 

 2011 US International Trade Commission investigation of competitiveness of US in global corporate 

aircraft market 

 Revenue Raisers - wealthy should pay more, luxury taxes, targeting tax opportunities (e.g., tax haven 

issues), etc. 

 Supports most government initiatives as well as industry reaction 
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How much of an effect is politics having? Wall Street Reform 

 Wall Street Reform -  

 Dodd-Frank (Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (P.L. 111-203, codified at 12 

U.S.C. 5301); effective July 21, 2010 

 Objective - identify entities and activities that represent “systemic risk” to the US ffinancial system and to act 

proactively and pre-emptively to prevent another financial crisis from occuring 

 Serious implications to banks and other equipment finance providers, credit rating agencies, 

securitizers/syndicators, investors, etc. 

 Data collection, record retention, reporting, and other procedures 

 Risk-Retention (“skin in the game”) rules proposed by SEC, FDIC and Fed Reserve in March 2011; final rules 

still pending  

 Advocacy and practical implications - hopefully temper market anxieties 
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Questions? 

Edward K. Gross, Shareholder 

Vedder Price P.C. 

1401 I Street NW 

Washington, DC  20005 

T:   +1 (202) 312 3330  |M:  +1 (301) 802 1109 

egross@vedderprice.com 

Chicago  |  New York  |  Washington, DC  |  London 

www.vedderprice.com 

Mike Kahmann, Managing Director - Group Head 

CIT Aerospace, Business Aircraft 

2 Lincoln Centre 5 

420 LBJ Freeway, Suite 200 

Dallas, TX 75240  

t: 972 677 1401/c: 203-247-7902 

Mike.Kahmann@cit.com 
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Thanks to Frank Polk of McAfee and Taft for his contributions to the coverage of FAA Renewal/Re-Registration and Non-Citizen Trusts in this presentation. 

Thomas J. Low, Chief Executive Officer 

AirFinance Leasing Company, LLC 

3380 Sandfiddler 

Virginia Beach, VA 23456 

T:   +1 (202) 558 7702  |M:  +1 (316) 200 4851 

tl@airfinanceco.com 

www.airfinanceco.com 
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